
When it rains, raw sewage, polluted rainwater, and industrial wastewater pour toxic wastes into 
Casco Bay.

This toxic soup can sicken swimmers, make seafood unsafe to eat, and harm marine life.

Friends of Casco Bay continues to pressure—and work with—the City of Portland, to put a stop 
to the millions of gallons of sewage discharged into Casco Bay each year.

In many cities across the country, stormwater 
is channeled into the same pipes that carry raw 
sewage. When it rains, massive amounts of 
stormwater flood these combined sewer systems, 
making a toxic mix of polluted water from our 
streets, homes, and businesses. When these pipes 
fill to a certain level, this toxic soup spills over 
directly into streams, rivers, and the ocean. This is 
called a Combined Sewer Overflow (CSO). Many 
Portlanders do not realize that this polluted water 
may flow through brooks and streams in their 
neighborhoods and into Casco Bay.

Portland’s Combined Sewer Overflow Abatement 
Plan is a work plan to build an underground system 
with separated stormwater pipes and sewer pipes, 
to construct underground storage tanks to hold 
rainwater temporarily until it can be pumped to 
sewage treatment facilities, and to implement 
“green solutions”, such as rain gardens and tree 
boxes to filter rainwater naturally.

Why are we focusing on Portland? Portland’s 
overflows account for nearly two-thirds of all the 
sewage overflows in the state. 

Background: Combined Sewer Overflows

Did you know . . .

Whenever there is a measurable rainfall, millions upon millions of 
gallons of polluted water cascade into Casco Bay from Combined 
Sewer Overflows (CSOs) like this one located on Commercial Street 
in Portland.
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Friends of Casco Bay has been pressing the City 
since 1993 to fulfill a court-ordered agreement to 
fix the sewage overflow problem.

Friends of Casco Bay spearheaded the effort that 
successfully convinced the Portland City Council to 
speed up the timeline for finishing the project.

Friends of Casco Bay regularly meets with City 
engineers to monitor progress and review strategies 
that will keep polluted water out of the Bay.

Friends of Casco Bay served as a member of the 
City’s Stormwater Utility Fee Committee, which 
worked to identify ways to spread the cost of these 
improvements fairly among all users.

Explain to your neighbors that their sewer rates 
help to clean up the Bay. The new stormwater 
service fee, which goes into effect in January 
2016, helps pay for getting rid of the overflows 
that pollute Casco Bay.

The City started this work over 20 years ago; tell 
neighbors that the longer it takes, the more the 
project will cost.  

Portland residents and businesses can reduce 
their user fees—and help Casco Bay—by 
employing “green solutions” to stormwater 
runoff from their own properties. Go to: www.
epa.gov/greenscapes for landscaping ideas.

What can I do about it?What is Friends of Casco Bay doing about it?

While Casco Bay communities—South Portland 
and Westbrook—are also working to eliminate 
their CSOs, the City of Portland initially dragged 
its feet, putting the work way behind schedule.  
In recent years, with encouragement, Portland 
has been much more proactive. The City is now 
undertaking the third phase of its work plan, with 
a completion date of 2028.

These improvements should reduce the total 
volume discharged by 88%. 

What happens after that? Even when the City is 
done with these improvements, there will still be 
at least a dozen remaining CSOs. This includes 
one of the largest in the middle of Commercial 
Street.

Allowing stormwater to go into the Bay is a 
short-term solution. In coming years, cities across 
the country will have to employ new strategies 
to prevent untreated stormwater from flowing 
into coastal waters. In recent years, long dry 

periods have been followed by heavey rains that 
dump inches of water in a few hours or days. 
This shifting weather pattern can result in huge 
eposodic overflows flushing polluted water into 
Casco Bay. Even the newest systems may not be 
able to handle these massive overflows.
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